AV system allows in Emotet and infects systems

**Challenges**
- **Emotet Trojan slipped past** the incumbent endpoint security solution on the sixth day of the school year
- **Devices were blue screening** across the district
- **Incumbent security system** was ineffective in detecting infections and dealing with the Emotet Trojan
- **Almost half the district’s devices were infected** within the first 24 hours

**Reasons for Choosing Malwarebytes**
- **Positive reviews**: Malwarebytes was placed favorably on reputable review sites.
- **Recovery efforts**: EPR automates and fully supports remediation.
- **Cloud-based dashboard**: Provides view into which endpoints are affected by the attack.

**How Malwarebytes Solved the Problem**
- **Ability to identify infected endpoints** speeds up remediation process
- **Cloud-based dashboard** isolate endpoints to prevent spread
- **Remediation** can take place without taking down the network
- **Support from Malwarebytes** helped the school through entire remediation process
Malwarebytes made it possible to knock down the Emotet infection in twenty days without taking down our network. It’s great to detect infections, but to have a solution that also isolates and disinfects the infection is huge. I believe Malwarebytes has a powerful solution, and no one had anything close to it.
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